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Interaction design

 is the practice of designing interactive digital products, environments, 
systems, and services.

While the digital side of this statement is true, interaction design is also 
useful when creating physical (non-digital) products, exploring how 
a user might interact with it.



Crafts

crafting is the art of giving form to materials and transforming them 
into utility artefacts. 

A craft process has making and materials as its core attributes. 



Different traditions of crafts and 
interaction design 

Interaction design 
(industrial design and computer science)

crafts
(making and arts)

Common attributes:
Materiality and Making 



‘The craft view helps explore the communicational dimension of 
material interactions, foregrounding ways that all aspects of 
interaction—including design, everyday use, and even research— 
are rooted in tradition.’

 (Gross et al., 2013)

Materiality and Crafting 
in Interaction Design



Hybrid crafting studies

Professional craftspeople were involved

Exploratory and practice-based research

Making artefacts and reflecting on the process
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1: Leather crafting
        Tsaknaki, V., Fernaeus,Y. & Schaub, M. (2014).
         Leather as a Material for Crafting Interactive and Physical Artifacts,
         In ACM, DIS’14, Vancouver, Canada.
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1: Leather crafting                         results/discussion

What types of interactions does leather allow for?
Invited for slight tactile interaction, rather than applying pressure

What new opportunities and techniques do the crafting properties 
of leather provide in IxD?
How could a leather artifact be enhanced with electronic properties?

Crafting electronics as assembly



2: Silversmith crafting (Part I)
        Tsaknaki, V., Fernaeus,Y. & Jonsson, M. (2015).
         Precious Materials of Interaction-Exploring Interactive Accessories as
        Jewellery Items, In Nordes’15: Design Ecologies, Stockhom, Sweden.



2: Silversmith crafting (Part I)         results/discussion
       Rethinking wearable technology through jewellery crafting                         

The gestalt of electronic artifacts versus jewellery design

Material Preciousness

Interactive properties of physical materials

The use practices of wearing jewellery



2: Silversmith crafting (Part II)
        Tsaknaki, V., Fernaeus, Y., Rapp, E., & Solsona, J. (2017)
        Articulating Challenges of Hybrid Crafting for the Case of Interactive 
        Silversmith Practice. In DIS’17. Edinburgh, United Kingdom. ACM Press 
        (to be published).



2: Silversmith crafting (Part II)       results/discussion
     Focused on the intersection of both practices 

Clashes on values

Surfacing versus hiding electronics 

Tinkering rather than crafting



3: Textile crafting 
        Elblaus, L., Tsaknaki, V., Lewandowski, V., & Bresin,R. (2015)
        Nebula: An Interactive Garment Designed for Functional Aesthetics, 
        In ACM, CHI’15, Seoul, Korea (demo paper).



3: Textile crafting                                       
        Elblaus, L., Tsaknaki, V., Lewandowski, V., & Bresin,R. (2015)
        Nebula: An Interactive Garment Designed for Functional Aesthetics, 
        In ACM, CHI’15, Seoul, Korea (demo paper).

Implicit mode of interaction

Concept of “functional aesthetics”

Performing collaborative crafting



Interactive accessories 
and everyday performativity              

!



    The crafts through Wabi-Sabi 
        Tsaknaki, V., & Fernaeus, Y. (2016)
         Expanding on Wabi-Sabi as a Design Resource in HCI, 
         In ACM, (CHI’16), San Jose, USA.       



Discussion:
What crafts can bring to interaction design?              

   
                        
                              

Hands-on approach to materials and tools

Re-thinking values

Bring an aesthetic approach to making 

Embrace impermanence, incompleteness and imperfection


